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Ready for new Reception, Greet & Meet entrances,
Conversation Hubs, Mudrooms and Community Rooms
as they take on increased importance and value.

(June 8, 2020: Chicago & Toronto) Today Three H launched SideShare™, on NeoConnect,
a new approach for temporary greeting and meeting places.
The expanding jargon for spaces where people can be welcomed and gather, and still follow
safer social distancing protocols, is expanding rapidly.
That’s because there is a need for this space that welcomes guests, provides area for
meeting and events, and, also, places for staff to gather for social interaction. “Greet & Meet”,
“Conversation Hubs”, “Mudrooms” and “Community Rooms” being the most common
and current terminology. And each area could double as multi-function spaces for events;
or transform from a coffee counter to serve as a workstation. Flexibility to allow for team
collaboration and creative work.
Image 1. SideShare for temporary visitors, presentation set-up and meeting in
larger spaces. Near the entry way reduces the number of visitors moving through
the office floor plan. Employees come to SideShare area to greet and meet with guests.
Image 2 . SideShare as welcome desk used by a receptionist at an appropriate
distance from entering guest. Strictly non-transactional situations.
Not shown is SideShare in ‘mudrooms’ for employee use only. Gathering places may
include lockers and seating. SideShare is not a gathering ‘parson-type’ table. It is purposefully
designed to only accommodate one temporary, touch-down, seated person per 6 foot area.
Connected lower storage acts as a natural distancing tool as well as functional cabinetry for
reducing clutter and need to clean objects.
The new Thinscape™ tops by Wilsonart are being introduced on surfaces. This new ultra-thin,
marble and stone-like product is a durable nonporous composite material that is resistant to stains
and impervious to moisture. It is impact, abrasion and scratch resistant. Perfect for high-use areas.
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Thinscape has received Greenguard Gold Certification, meeting strict chemical emission limits,
as does all Three H products through SCS Indoor Advantage Gold, Indoor Air Quality Certification.
SideShare provides low maintenance surfaces and laminates while delivering affordable luxury
with exceptional performance.
SideShare is designed by Alin Copil. Profile photo attached.

About Three H Office Furniture
Built on a tradition of European craftsmanship combined with innovative technology,
Three H has been crafting office furniture that bridges the gap between custom and mass
for more than 40 years. Three H’s unique design process gives clients the advantage of a
tailored solution, but without the delays and high costs typically associated with going custom.
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For more information contact Alin Copil, Director of Brand & Marketing at:
416 779 2941 | a.copil@three-h.com
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